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ABSTFUCT 
L&r r, . . . , G he linearly independent vectors. We give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for xi*...*x,=yr*... * y, to hold. Some consequences of this result are 
also presented. 
Let V be a vector space of dimension n over the field F. By @“‘V we 
denote the mth tensorial power of V. Let S,,, be the symmetric group of 
degree m. If u E S,, there exists a linear map 
P(u): G v+ 5 v 
which sends oi @ . . .63 u, to ~~-1~~) Q? . . . 64 u,- +,,). Let c : S,,,+F be an arbi- 
trary function. The linear map defined by 
will be called a symmetrizer. The symmetrizers of the type 
where h is an irreducible character of G, G is a subgroup of S,,, and o(G) is 
the order of G, are of particular importance. 
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Let A = [a,] be an m x m matrix over F. To each symmetrizer of the type 
just described we associate a matrix function @(A) defined as follows 
d,“(A) = 2 +) ii at,,(t). 
UEG t=1 
The image of xi@... C9 x,,, by 0 will be denoted x1*. . . *x,,, and called a 
decomposable symmetric tensor. In general, it is not known when xi*. . . *x,,, 
=yl*...*ym. However, some particular results have been obtained by 
various authors. If G = S, and A is the alternate character, the range of 0 is 
the space of antisymmetric tensors and it is usual to write r,A. . . AX,,, 
instead of xi*...*x,. In this case it is known [I, p, 1361 that 
O#x,/-/...//x, = yl/y...//ym (1) 
if and only if 
yi = 5 ciixi, i=l m, ,***, 
i=l 
and 
det[ciil = 1. 
For G = S, and h E 1, it has been proved [l, p. 1361 that (1) holds if and 
only if there exist d,, . . . , d, and u E S, such that yi = d,~,,,~,, i = 1,. . . ,m, and 
rrrin_ & = 1. 
R. Merris [2] has proved that for c : S,-+F, an arbitrary function, the 
following results are true: 
(1) If xi,..., x, are linearly independent, then ;yr * . . . *L # 0. 
(2) If O#x,*. . . *x, = yl*. . . *ym, then xi,. . . ,xm and yi,. . .,ym generate 
exactly the same subspace of V. 
The objective of the present paper is to prove the following general 
result and some of its consequences. 
THEOREM. Let V be an n dimensional vector space. Let 
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where X is an irreducible character. Zf x1,. . .,x,,, are linearly independent 
vectors, then x1*, . . *x,,,= yl*. . . * y,,, if and only if 
yi = ‘$ biixi, i = l,...,m, 
j-1 
and 
d;(B B*) = g(B) = X(id), 
where B = [b,]. 
We start with an auxiliary result. 
LEMMA. Let c : S,,,+F be an arbitrary function. Let x1,. . .,x,,, be linearly 
independent vectors. Assume that 
Xl*... *x, = yl*...*ym. 
Then there exists a matrix B = [bij] over F such that 
yi = 2 biixj, 
j-1 
i = 1,. . . ,m. (2) 
Moreover B satisfies 
d(B) = c(id) 
Proof. By the results of R. Merris we mentioned above, there exists a 
matrix B satisfying (2). We only have to prove d(B) = c(id). Let xl,. . .,x,, 
X, + 1, . . . , xn be a basis of V, and let fi, . . . , fm, f;, . . . , fi_-m be the du$ basis. 
By the universal factorization property, there exists a linear map h: C3 V-F 
such that h63 = fi-fi. . . . .fm. Thus 
h( yl*...* 
= d(B) = h(x,*... *x,) = d(Z,) = c(id), 
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where L, is the 1~1 X m identity matrix. n 
Proof of the theorem. We can define in V an inner product [Z] in such a 
way that x1, xa,, . . . , x, is an orthonormed system of vectors. Then we can 
write [3, p. 721 
( 
[W)]” 
x1* . . . *xm,,xl*. . . *ix,) = ~ 
OK-4 ’ 
where ( , ) is the inner product induced in 6 V by the inner product [I]. 
We have also [3, p. 791 
( yl*...*ym,xl*...*xm) = #&([ Yil'j])* 
Assume now that xr*...*~~=yr*...*y~. By the Lemma 
=X(id) and 
(4 
we have d,?(B) 
(yl*...*ym,yl*...*ym) = (xl*..**x,,xl*...*x,) =gy 
Using (4), 
and so 
&J([ yi] yi]) = di(BB*) = X(id). 
The proof of the necessity is thus completed. 
We show now that the condition is sufficient. 
By our hypothesis and (4) we can write 
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( yl*...*ym,yl*...*ym) = $\ @(BB*) = $y. 
Therefore, bearing (3) in mind, 
I( y1*...*ym,x1*...*xm))12 = 11 yl*...*ymp IIx1*...*xJ2. 
This is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in case of equality. Consequently, 
yl*...*ym = pq*...*x,. 
We have only to show that p= 1. Let h be the function that appeared in 
the proof of the Lemma. We have 
4 yl*.-- *ym) 
A2(id) 
= ph(q*...*q,,) = p- 
4) ’ 
and therefore p = 1. n 
REMARKS. By the above mentioned results of Merris, if xl,. . . ,x,,, are 
linearly independent, and x1*. . . *x,,, = yr* . , . * y,,,, so are yl,. . . , ym. 
Another consequence of our theorem: if B is a square matrix over C and 
for some G and A we have 
&(BB*) = &,X(B) = h(id), 
then B is nonsingular; and if A is its inverse, 
@(AA*) = &(A) = A(id). 
COROLLARY 1. If X1,X2,. . . , x, are linearly independent vectors in afl 
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inner product space V and yl, . . . , y,,, are given by 
yi = I$1 biixi, i = 1,. . . ,m, 
with (det B I> 1, then for any character A we have 
Xl*... *x, # yl*...*ym. 
Proof. The inequality (det B ( > 1 implies det (BB*) > 1. Bearing in mind 
Schur’s inequality [3, p. 911, we can write 
&(BB*) > h(id)det(BB*) 
and so G(BB*) > A(id). By our theorem, the corollary follows. 
We were led to the following 
CONJECTURE. Let x1,..., cc,,, be linearly independent vectors in an inner 
product space V. Let yl, . . . , y,,, be given by 
yi = 2 biixi, i = l,...,m. 
i=l 
Assume xr*...*x,= yi*...*y,,,. Then ]detB(=l. 
COROLLARY 2. Let B be an m X m complex matrix satisfying 
per( BB*) = perB = 1. 
Then B = PD where P is a permutation matrix and D = diag(d,, . , . ,&,) with 
IIltn_Idi=l. 
Proof. Let e,, . . . , e,,, be an orthonormed basis for C”‘. Let yi =X7= Ibiiei, 
i=l ,..., m. Taking G=S,, X-1, we certainly have yr*...*y,,,=~r*...*e~. 
By a result mentioned at the begining of this paper, there are numbers 
d l,. . . , d, and u E S,,, such that yi = dOCijei and fly= Idi = 1. Hence B = PD with 
P a permutation matrix and D = diag(d,, . . . , d,). n 
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M. Marcus and H. Mint conjectured in [4] that A,,, (the group of m X m 
nonsingular matrices of the form PD, where P is a permutation matrix and D 
a diagonal matrix) is a maximal group for which the permanent is multiplica- 
tive. Le Roy Beasley proved this conjecture to be true in the case of the 
complex field [5] and, with L. Cummings, characterized the permanental 
groups that contain the group of nonsingular diagonal matrices. These 
authors also noticed that A,,, is not the unique maximal subgroup in which 
the permanent is multiplicative [6,5]. We shall show that it is unique in the 
group of complex unitary matrices. 
COROLLARY 3. Let %,,, be the set of m X m unitary matrices. Then 
A,,, TI %,,, is the unique maximal subgroup of %,,, in which the permanent is 
multiplicative. 
Proof. Let G be a subgroup of %,,, in which the permanent is multi- 
plicative. If U E G, then per ( UU - ‘) = per Z, = 1. On the other hand per 
(YU-‘)=perU.perU*=jr r U12. Hence [per U12= 1. Therefore let per U= 
e . Let D,=diag (e- ,l,l,..., 1). We have per [( UD,J( UD,)*] = per 
(UU-‘)=l and per (UDO)=e-iee’e=l. By Corollary 3, UO,=PD and so 
U= PDD,-l. It follows that U= PD’, i.e., U EA,. n 
COROLLARY 4. Let x l,. . . ,x,,, be linearly independent vectors in an inner 
product Space V. Let yl,. . . ,y* be given by 
yi = 2 bijxi, i=l m. ,***, 
j=l 
Zf 
then 
Xl*... *x, fy1*...*y,. 
Proof. By a theorem of R. Freese [3, p. 94; 81, 
h(BB*) = &J &(id)d2W’) 
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where A,, . . . , A, are all 
mard function. Hence 
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the irreducible characters of G and h is the Hada- 
h(BB*) > - h(id) d: (BB*) 
o(G) 
since 
We can conclude that h(BB*) <A2(id)/o(G) and so 
d,” (BB*) < A(id). n 
I wish to thank Professor G. N. de Oliveira fm some useful conversations 
during the preparation of this paper. 
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